®

FEATURE

DESCRIPTION

BILL OF MATERIALS (BOMS)

Assembly BOMs and Production BOMs are used
to structure parent items that must be assembled
or produced by people or machines from components.
An Assembly BOM can also be used to sell a parent
item as a kit consisting of its components.

BILL OF MATERIALS VERSIONS

Production BOMs can have multiple versions. They are
used when, for example, an item is replaced by another
item, or when a customer requires a special version of
product.

YES

SCRAP

On a Production BOM, a default fixed scrap percentage
can be allocated to be consumed as part of the
production order. Scrap can also be manually registered
at the production order stage.

YES

FLUSHING METHODS

Flushing methods can be used to chose when
consumption of materials or output/time is automatically
posted. Flushing can be forward and post during the
release of the production order or backward on finishing
the production order.

YES

MATERIAL CONSUMPTION BY
OPERATION

Routing Link Codes allow for accurate consumption of
selected raw materials against specific operations. It
facilitates just-in-time flushing of components, for when
the specific linked operation starts, compared to the
forward or backward flushing methods.

YES

USE OF NON-INVENTORY
ITEMS WITHIN BOMS

Non-Inventory items are those that have a low cost and
are not inventory tracked, for example low value nuts and
bolts. These items can be used within both an Assembly
BOM and a Production BOM.

YES

YES

MULTI-LEVEL BILL OF
MATERIALS

Both Assembly and Production BOMs can include that
components are also finished goods with an associated
BOM. For example, a bicycle parent item may consist of
two wheels that are also BOMs and require their own
production orders.

YES

YES

PHANTOM BILL OF
MATERIALS

Both Assembly and Production BOMs can include that
components are also finished goods with an associated
BOM. For example, a bicycle parent item may consist of
two wheels that are also BOMs and require their own
production orders.

YES

SEQUENTIAL OPERATIONS

The production module allows for the setup of specific
operations in accordance with the BOM, known as
Routings. These routings may consist of manual labour
or machine labour, known as Work Centres and Machine
Centres. Accurate timings and costs can be tracked at
this level to feed back into the specific finished item's
costings and also track the usage and costings from an
operational efficiency perspective.

YES

WORK CENTRE AND MACHINE
CENTRE CALENDARS

The Work Centres and Machine Centres used in the
sequential operations associated with the finished
good's BOM can also be time-managed via calendars.
This helps to ensure effective capacity management.

YES

COMPATIBLE WITH VISUAL
PLANNING APPS

The production module is also compatible with visual
scheduling apps, such as Netronic's Visual Production
Scheduler (VPS) and Visual Advanced Production
Scheduler (VAPS) for improved production planning.

YES

WORK CENTRE AND MACHINE
CENTRE CALENDARS

The Work Centres and Machine Centres used in the
sequential operations associated with the finished good's
BOM can also be time-managed via calendars. This
helps to ensure effective capacity management.

YES

SUBCONTRACTED OPERATIONS

As part of the operations associated with a Production
BOM, subcontracted work centres can be used to
automatically raise purchase orders and track costs and
time to attribute back to the finished good.

YES

SETUP AND RUN TIMES

Assembly BOMs and Production BOMs can track setup
and run times to record when calculating the cost of a
finished good.

MOVE AND WAIT TIMES

On a Production BOM, move and wait times can be used
alongside setup and run times to help manage the
scheduling of operations.

YES

DETAILED LABOUR AND

Through tracking the operations each BOM goes through,
detailed ledger entries are registered against each
operation tracking time, costs and variances. This, for
example, allows for analysis to ensure variances are
tolerable and operations are efficient over time.

YES

MULTI-LEVEL MANUFACTURING
ORDERS

Where multi-level production BOMs are used, mulit-level
Production Orders can facilitate the manufacturing of
multiple BOMs within one Production Order.

YES

MAKE-TO-STOCK AND MAKETO-ORDER

In terms of finished goods replenishment, items can be
set to make-to-stock to ensure minimum order levels and
reduced customer delivery times and make-to-order if, for
example, items are higher value or bespoke per order.

YES

AUTO-ASSEMBLY ORDER
CREATION FROM SALES
ORDERS

Assembly Orders can be created automatically from Sales
Orders on a make-to-order basis.

YES

COMPATIBLE WITH PLANNING

Both Assembly and Production modules are compatible
with the item planning functionality to allow for the system
to track actual and projected stock levels to automatically
create Assembly Orders, Productions Orders and
Purchase Orders.

YES

YES

COMPATIBLE WITH
WAREHOUSING

Both Assembly and Production modules are compatible
with the warehousing module for us with Inventory Picks
& Putaways, Warehouse Receipts & Shipments and
Directed Picks & Putaways.

YES

YES

INVENTORY GENERAL
LEDGER POSTINGS

Both Assembly and Production modules are compatible
with the warehousing module for us with Inventory Picks
& Putaways, Warehouse Receipts & Shipments and
Directed Picks & Putaways.

YES

YES

WIP GENERAL LEDGER
POSTINGS

As a result of operations from the Production Order,
work-in-progress (WIP) entries will be posted to the
general ledger to represent any WIP orders on the
balance sheet.

VARIANCE GENERAL LEDGER
POSTINGS

As a result of the specific manufacturing order differing to
the BOM, general ledger entries will be generated to
represent variances in materials, labour, labour overheads,
manufacturing overheads and subcontracting.

OPERATION REPORTING

ASSEMBLY

PRODUCTION MODULE

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES
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